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Abstract. Et is demcnstrated that every context-free language is a homomorphic image of the 
intersection of two DOS languages and that every recursively enumerable la:ylguage is the 
homomorphic image of the intersection of three DOS languages. It is also proved that by 
increas.ng the number of components in the intersecziions of DOS !anguages one frets an infinitc 
hierarc‘,ly of classes of languages witbin the class of context-sensitive languages. 
Introductia 11 
Recently there have: appeared a number of papers investigating sentential fonm!s 
of grammas in the classical Chomsky hierarchy (see, e.g., [ 1,4,5,8]). Clearl,y such 
an investig,:ition is needed if one is to fully understand language theo:y from the 
“grammatical point cf view” (as, for example, opposed to the “machine point of 
view”). Mc:reover such a &research provides a chance for a systematic build-up of 
the theory of, e.g., conte$t-free languages. An example of a systematic build-up 
of a theor: is, in our opinion, provided by the mathematical theory of L systems 
(see, e.g., J]), the core cf which fits into a very basic mathematical framework. 
The essential construct of the theory of I, systems is a DOL system which is reallly 
an iterative: homomorphism on a free monoid. In [2] a sequential analogue elf a 
DOL system, called a DOS system, was introduced and investigated. We: believe 
that DOS systems can alay the same essential role in the theory of c:ontext-free 
languages, that DOL systems play in the theory of L systems. This paper supports 
our belief y W e demonstrate the ability of DOS languages to represent arbitriary 
context-free languages and arbitrary recursively enumerable languages. Since inter- 
sections of DOS 1a;lguages are essential in those representations, they are aho 
investigated in this paper. It is shown rhat increasing the number of <tomponents 
in the intersections af DOS languages gives rise to an infinite hierarchy of classes 
of languages. 
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We assume the re;;lder to be familiar with the rudimeilts of formal language 
theory, WC use mostlry sr:andard terminology and notatkn. Perhaps only the follow- 
requires an aJditiona1 ex,@anlation: 
1) A weak idmtit~y is a homomorphism that maps each letter either into itself 
or into the empty won%, 
62) For 8 word cy, a&h a! denotes the set of letkrs ocfcurring in cy and mir (Y 
dr::motes the mirror image of a! ; for a language K> *~rrK = {mif Q : N E K}. 
(3) Throlughout his, paper we: consider two languages identical if they differ by 
the empty word only. 
(4) Ef JC is a class of grammars the;1 Z’(X) denotes the class of till languages 
:nerated by grammars in X. 
1. DOS systems and1 Languages 
I[n t’his szction we recall from [2] the ckfinitions of c’i DQS system and a DOS 
la njz:ua,ge. 
~lieiin~orr~ Let C be a finite alplhabet. @ 
A seque&al homomorphism [(abbreviated s-homomorphism) on C* is a mapping 
h from C” into 2’” defined inductively as follows: 
(1) h(n) = (A}, 
(2’) for each b E C there exists a p E C* such that h (6) = (PI., 
(3) for each Q! LX*, h(a) = (LY&Y~: (Y = W.&Q for some b EC, cyl, CQE C* and 
hl’b)=(p}:). 
The s-homomorphism h is extended to 2”’ by letting h(K) = UaEK h (cu) for each 
K E c*. 
As usual, we assume that an s-homomorphism on E* is given by providing its 
values for all elements from C. To simplify the notation, in the sequel we will often 
irienti& a ,sin@eton (x} with its e!ement x. 
EkfUitioaB A DOS system is a construct G = (2, h, O) where C is a finite nonempty 
alphabet, w E C” and h is an s-homomorphism on C*. The: language of G, denoted 
L.(G) is defined by L,(G) = {x: x E Iz’(w) felt some n 20). L(G) is referred to as a 
DO§ kznguage. If G is such that for no a E .Z, h(a) = A, th.en we call G propagating 
and refer %o is as a PDOS s,ystem (and we refer to L(G) as a PDBS language). 
IRema~k. (1) As customary in language. theor:y, whenever h(a) = a! for LE E .C, then 
we reffer lo (a, a j as a production of G and write it in the form a + CL AJso, if for 
:I:; y E C* and n 2 0, we have y e h n (x), then we say that x derives JJ (in G) in n steps. 
(2j Clearly, each DOS language is generated by a reduced DOS system, that is 
I by a 1’303 system G := (Z, h, O) sucks that ezch letter from x appears in at least one 
l,vord J f L(G). In the sequel WC will consider educed DOS systems only. 
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Example. Let G = ({a, b, c}, h, a) be the DOS system where h(a) = bc, it (6) = b2 
and /z(c) = cb. Then bc derives b”cb2 and L(G) ={a}u{b”cb”: tn * 1, pz 5 0). 
Example. In [2] a theorem is given (Theorem 8) allowing one to provide: various 
examples of languages that are not DOS languages. Thus, for example: 
(1) There exist finite languages that art.: not DOS languages; {a 2, b2]t is an example 
of such a language. 
(2) Dyclc languages over more than one sort of parerthesis are not DOS 
languages. 
2. A combinatorialr result 
In this section we present a combinatorial result that wiii be very essential in the 
proof of the representation theorem for context-free languages presented in the 
next section. The proof of the combinatorial result presented in this section is based 
on the following construction. 
Construction I. Le? 7~ be a permutation on the set { 1, . . . , n}, n 2 2,, alnd let 
7=7172... T,, be a sequence of all pairs from { 1, . . . , n} x { 1 y . . . , n} describing 7r. 
Let us consider the set 2 = {Xi, Xi, Yip pi: 1~ i 6 n) and let h be the ma.pping 
from Z~{T~,..., rJ into the set of {O, II-sequences of length four defined as 
follows: 
h (Xi, ?& )= 1 1100 if 7k=(i,j)forsome l+Q-z, ,OOOO otherwise, 
1010 
h(X, Tk) = 
if rk(& j) for some 1 sj s n, 
0000 otherwise, 
i 
0011 if yk 
h(Yi, Tk)= 
=(j,i)forsome lsjsn, 
.OOOO otherwise, 
Ol(g3 
h ( t,, ‘l’k ) = 
i 
if rk=(j,i)forsome lsjsn, 
0000 otherwise, 
Let h, be the function from 2 inio rhe set of sequences of length 4n OWY (0, 1) 
defined as follows: 
h,(a) = h(a, ~&+(a, r2). . . h(a, r,,;. 
The following property of the above conrjtruction is very essential for our 
applications. 
Lemaaa 1. Let r > 4.. l I For eat h a E 2 consides h, (a )I as a number written in base r 
with the rightmost character 0,~ h,.(a) being rhle least signifkant digit of h,.(a). Then 
the foliowing holds :: 
il =i2, jl ==jz and jl = &j, 
i’2) for i E (1,. . _, FZ}, h,(Z) Z h,(Xi) and h,( U;) f h,(Vi). 
Prm~t. (i) Assume that h,(Xi,) + h,( Yj,) z h,(Xi,) + h,( Q. Consider p = 
Il,[&) + h,: I’,,). Assume that s E (1, . . . , n} is s*uch that T, = (il, .z-(il)). Then the 
4~s -w 1) -+ 1 elemenrt of p (counted from the left) is 1. Since p = 4, where q = 
h,(Zjz) + .h,( Q, iz = iI. But also the 4(s - 1) + 2 element of p is 1 and so jz = n(il). 
Tften however, for every 1 c r s 4, the 41s - 1) + if element in 4 is 1 and so (because 
p==4) jr = zr(iI). Thus jI = jzz and SO Xi, + YjI = ;Ciz + F’jz implies tktt il = iz, j1 = jz 
and jz *= n(it). 
(il) It follows directly from the construction that il = i2, jl = j2 and jl = r(il) 
impfies that h,(XiJ + h,(Xi,) =c h,(x&) + h,( FjJ. 
Rote that (2) follows immediately from the construction used, hence the le,mma 
holds, 0 
Let & be the function from 2 intIo the set of sequences of length 412 + 1 over 
the alphabet (0, 1; . . . , n} defined as fiollobs: 
forl-si<nandaE(X,X, k: k}, 
The i;, function satisfies the following property. 
Lemma 2. Let r :=* n. For each a E 2 consider &(a) as a number written in base r 
wit& the rightmost element of &(a ) being the least significant digit of &(a ). Then the 
following holds : 
( 1) E’uch of the sequences 
is s!rictl y growing, 
(?I for iI, i2: jl, j*E (1, . . . , n), 
&(xj,jJ~h*( Yj,)= Eq-(Xi2J+fi~(F~2) 
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il T= i2, jl = j;! and jl L n(iIj, 
(3) foriE(l,. . , n), K*(Xi) 7’ &(Zi) and &( Yi) f 67( ij;;:). 
Proof. Directly fron the definition of I& and Lzmma 1. E 
Now we get our basic combinatorial result on sequences of positive integers 
“satisfying a given permutation”. 
Theore&m 1. For every n 3 2 and eve] 1~’ permutation T on (1, . . . , n) there exist four 
strictly decreasing sequences of positive integers Xl, I . . , X,, ; YI, . . . , Yn,, %I, . . . , %n 
and VI, . . . , F,3 such that: 
(1) for il, i2,41, j2 E (1, . . . 9 4, 
il = i2, jI = j2 and ?r(il) = j:l, 
(2) for iE{l,. . . , n)., Xi # .%i and Yi Z I?i. 
Proof. Directly from Lemma 2. q 
3. Represemtiag context-free languages 
In this section we demonstrate that every context-free language K is of the form 
K = C#J (MI n A&) where # is a weak identity and Ml, A42 are DOS languages. 
Theorem 1 from the last section will be an essential tool in the proof of the 
above mentioned result. We will use it for the f:ollowing permutation IT,, on the set 
(1 9 l n l 9 n) (where n 22): 
for l=GSn, 
7$n (9 
! 
1 if i = 2, 
i-2 if i is even and i # 2, 
=* i+2 
I 
if i is odd, i+2sn, 
n-l ifi=n,n odd, 
if i = M - 1, n even. 
et X1, . . I , X,; ‘Y1, . . . , Yn; X1, . . . , .X,, and Fl, . . . . , ?,, be flour fixed 
strictly decreasing sequences of positive integers (associated with n,) saMying the 
statement of Theorem 1. 
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IJsing those sequences we will define now the basic tool1 for proving the main 
result of this section: a blocking pair of DOS systems. 
C~nstru&ion 2, Let m 3 1 and let n = 2m + I. Let At,,, ,4 1, . . . , 14m, A, be distinct 
letters and let o = A& L . . . AmAe. Let 
and &, 1 s i s 4, axe mutually disjoint. 
Let h,?, * fe the s-homomorphism on Z’z deffined as follows: 
h,(Q) = !&I 
h,(At ) = 6 ynBi,, #‘yps for 1 S i S m, 
h,(At,) = B+,$“m -‘, 
h, (Ae ) =: # ynBp.n, 
forjEl[4,... ,12-l], ’ 
hu We. d =: Be.3, 
h, (B,,) = # yi-2- yiBe,j-2 
h,(B;,,) = # yi-I- yiBi,j_l #‘ci-l--xi 
for jE(5,. . . , n), 
for jE(2,. . . , n), 
iE{l, . . . , m.}, 
. I, . J&$ Y~Bi,l#X+K~ foriE{l,...,m), 
foriE{l,...,m), 
for iE(1,. . . , m}. 
Let 6: be thv: homomorphism on 32 defined in the same way as h,, except that 
everywhqre Xi is replaced by Zi and Yi is replaced by F” for 1 c i s n. 
Let (3, = (&, h,, W) and &- = i:&, hz, w ). 
6xt us consider L(G,) n I,(&,). 
(i) Obviously o E L(Gw) n L(&,). 
Cii) ff a word a! E L(GU) n L(&) and w -’ . +- W, then a! does not contain any occur- 
rence of a letter from ZuSl. 
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This is so, because then o must be eithelof thle form a! lA,$ u’Br,fa~ = QlAj$ %$,a~ 
OT of the form ~~13r,s~uiAg~= CZ&,~~! uiA,az: for some words a! lr cy2 and j, r E 
{b,e,l,..., In}, i,s~(l,..., n}, U E {X, Y}, which is impossible because for every 
iE{l ,...,rtl,Xi#Xi and Yi# tie 
(iii) If a word a! E L(G,) n E(&,) and cy # w, then ty is of the form l yicjyi for some 
&{l Y l l 0 9 wi}, where 
where r, s 2 {Z, . . . , n}, r is everiand s is odd. 
This is seen as follows. 
From (ii) it follows that (x does not contain occurrences from &,,+ Let us inspect 
CY from left tc: right. It must be of the form 
for jO,jlcI{l, , . . , n}, jO even and cy1 a word. 
. Consequently j, = V~ (i(l). Thus we can write 
a = ~b,jo#x~~+y~~.~l ~,pxi~+'~2B2,j2~2=B~,ioPk~~~+~~~~,i,~~~~-Pl~B2,i!~2 
for j2E{1,. . . , n} and ~2 a word. 
Consequemly j2 = ad. And so on.. . . 
Thus jl =fl,.(j~J, j2=Mjl), j3=n;a(j2),. . l . 
Hence according to the definition of the permutation n,,, the sequence 
jl, j2, j3, o . . is -a sequence of positive integers descending (according to v,, ) until we 
get into an i such that ji = 1. This must happen because n = 2m + 1. IBut that means 
that the production for Br,2 must have been used, so that cy must have the alleged 
form. Note that for no other 81 f: i the production for Br,2 could be used, because 
the form of the permutation n, implies that the consecutive second indices of letters 
from &2 in cy to the right of Bi,l ascend through odd numbers 3,5,7, . . . and SO 
until we meet Ci no element of the form B j*l for t # i can occur. However the 
form of the prsduction for Bi.2 (and the form of v~) irnplies that if Iz = yC$ then 
y = S and so (iii) holds. 
(iv) If Q E Lt G,) nL(&,), a. # o and an occurrence of a letter from &\(&,.3 u 
SW,4 w {Bb,l, Be,,)) in cy is rewritten, then the resulting word is not in UG,,) n U&h 
This follows lrom the form of productions in GW and 4, W ‘j and from the observation 
made in the proof of (iii): if 6 is a subword of :a wuxd in L(G,) n L(G(,,) and 6 does 
not contain an element from i&3, then it can have at most one occurrence of a 
letter b from .&,, 2 such that b =z I9i.i for j = 1. 
It is because of properties (iii) and (ix!) above that we call the pair (Ck,, G,) the 
klockingpai,r. If we want to get a word in I,(&) nL(&;, then in both G, and & 
only one but arbitrarily letter of type B (that k a letter from &,,2) which is not a 
&- or BP-type can be “coml~letely rewritten” (the same lletter in Gw and &) yielding 
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a letter of type C (that is a !etter from &J). All other elements of w are prevented 
(blocked) from being ccmpletely rewritten. 
We are ready now to prove tlhe main result of this section. 
Thr!orem 2. For every context-free language K there exist a weak identity C$ rznd 
DOS languages Ml, MS such that K = d(MI CT M2). 
Prumf. Let K be a context-free language. 
Let G = ( I&, VT, P, S) be a context-free grammar with V == VN u Vi- such that 
L(G) = K. 
Let for each ncinterminal 11 in VN, pa = ~~!,l, pa,2, . . . , ,qma be an ordered 
sequence of all right-hand sides of .p:oductions for a in G. Let for each CI in 
VN, mn = A6”‘A:“’ l l l A;;Ab”!. 
Let f be the homomorphism on V* defined as follows: 
for a E v1 
f(a)=~~Q if a E VT, if a E VN 9 
and let f be the homomorphism on V* defzned as follows: 
for a E V, 
0 ) ( a if a E VT, a _ = 
@a 3 a E VN, 
where 
with 
{A:‘, A:“‘, . . . , AIP’} n{&f’, A:“‘, . . u , A’,“‘) = 0. 
Then let [Gw,] and [GJ be the DOS systems constructed in the same way ‘that 
G,, and c._ acre constructed in Construction 2 e:xcept hat onl’y the following ch::lnges 
are made : i 
(11‘) c pa is t!ie axiom of [GJ and &, is the axiom of [(?JoJ 
(2) Eh,,li-CJ =f(po.ih [kX’J == ha.i), 
(3) both [h,] and [&J have only identity productions for symbols from VT;, 
(4) [h,](A:“‘) = h,,(A$‘), [&J(/r!$) =f &,(A:‘) for x E (1,. . e . , m,, b, e), \ivhere 
[h,] is the s-homomorphism of EG,,,J and f&J is the s-homomorphism of [&,I. 
Now we consider all pairs ([G,, 3, [& f), a E VN, and WC<: take care that in two1 
different pairs the alphabets involved are disjoint, except for symbols from VT. 
Then let HI =: (&, is, &), H2 = 0%. g2,(21 where 
81 is the union of alphabets of a11 [Gm,], a EL TfN, 
51= f(S), Jz=f6), 
6)~ is the union of alphabets of all [G&,3, a E VN, 
g1 is the union of all s-homomorphisms [h,], dc E VN, and 
g2 is the union of all s-homomorphisms [h-,,], a E VN, 
Let 4 be the weak identity on (& u e2)* that erases all letters exceptt for letters 
from VT. 
Rather than to provide a formal and rather tedious proof that L(G) == 
&~(HI) nL(H& we give some intuition of how a derivation step in G is simulated 
by L(I5) n L(H2). 
First of all every nonterminal a is coded as a block W, = A: ‘A :“I . . ” A!,“LA !f ) in 
HI and as & ==&?I%:“‘. . . A!$A!$ in I& where m, is the number of different 
productions for a in G. The intention is that if one rewrites an occurrence of a in 
a sentential form cy in G by its ith production, then the corresponding occurrence 
of wa in the corresponding sentential form 0 in HI and the corresponding occurrence 
of & in the corresponding sentential form p in Hz are rewritten in such a way that 
in a number of steps it leads to the subword +‘iyi in HI and in HZ, where yt is of 
the form described under (iii) in Construction 2. Then in HI th.is occurrence of Ci 
is rewritten by Cf(pa,i) and in H2 this occurrence of Ci is rewritten by f(pll,;), where 
pn,i is the right-hand side of the ith production for a. 
Hence the single rewriting step of an occurrence of a into cc,,i was ‘simulated in 
a number of steps, by the pair of DOS systems [GJ and [&.J acting on the 
corresponding occurrence of wa m the corresponding sentential form in HI and the 
corresponding occurrence of & in the cxresponding sentential! form in HZ, respec- 
tively. As the result of this simulation the given occurence of wLa and the given 
occurrence of &, respectively, give rise to blocks f(,klLa,i) and T(pn,i) respectively 
interspersed by subvrords consisting of symbols jz! and Bi,i only. Those symbols are 
distributed in such a way as to prevent the rewriting of any of them subsequently 
(otherwise one will never get a word which is in L(Hl) n L(H&. 
In this way, although one symbol, say A, in C ‘;v is coded by a block of symbols 
in HI and in H29 care is taken that only one symbol of this block leads to a rewrite 
that codes a rewrite of A in ‘G. 
Finally, 4 takes care of erasing all those auxiliary symbols (that is symbols 
different from terminal symbols of G). 
Hence, if we set MI = L(Hl) and A42 = L(Hz) the theorem holds. El 
Remark. Notice that the DUS systems resulting from the construction of the proof 
of Theorem 2 alre propagating so that MI and AJ2 in the statement of Theorem 2 
can be taken to ‘be PDOS languages. 
4. Representing recursively er aneaable hngarag es 
In this section we demonskate that every recursively enumerable language K is 
of the form K = p (MI n AI2 r7 A&) where ,U is a. weak identity and Ml, kf2, MS ame 
DOS languages. 
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Theozenr 3. For every recursively enurrtera~&v language L there exist DOS languages 
Ma, Mz,+ M3 and a weak identity ,p such t/i ;:I/! L = p (M, A M2 n M3). 
Proof, It is well known (see, e.g., [:$I) that for every recursively enumerable language 
L there exist a weak identity # and context-free 1an;;uages L1, L2 such that 
L = $(L1 AL*). 
Let Al be the &habet of Lx, ,A2 be the alphablet of k2 and let Ai ={a’: a ~42) 
where (A 1 w 42) n Ai = 0. Let Ls be the language resulting from Lz by replacing 
every occurrence of a letter a from A2 in Lz by a’ from A$. 
Let K = Ll mir L$. Clearly # is a context-free language. Let G = ( VN, VT9 P, S) 
be a context-free grammar generating K. Then let us use the construction from 
the proof of Theorem 2 which yields DOS systems HI = (81, gi, &), Hz = ( 02, g2, &) 
and a weak identity 4 such that K = &L(H,) n L(H2)). Let 8 = (6, u &)\VT, 0 = 
{b E,. . . . b,}, On= alph(L, n L2) ={cl, . . . , c,), (6r’, =={c\, . . . c:) and m = r t-s. Let A 
be a new alphabet, A = {FI, . . . , F,} and let S = F1 . . . Fm. 
Let H = (0 LJ A, g, S) be the DOS system where the s-homomorphism g is @ned 
by: ,J 
for 1 s i G r, 
gE+iI = F,., iF,+i+~ . . . F,,,~$c;F~F’~ . . . Fl+i forlsj<s, 
&)=a for ar E 8. 
L,et r6 be the mapping on (t9, u &)* defined by: 
T&I) = 6 and q(alaz.. . a,,,) = SalGa2S.. . Sn,S; 
for md,al ,..., a,‘E01u02. 
Then for K c-be, u e2)j’ let Q(K) = IJaEK q&c). 
Obviously ~(k(Hl)) and T&(L(H~)) are DOS languages. 
Let ~2 be the weak identity on (8 u A)* defined by 
a if CII E: I+ u V> where a/‘, -= (a ‘: a E VT} 9 
&a) 1 
1 i otherwise. 
It is rather easy to see that 
g = g(~,(LfHl)) n rs(L(H& n L(H)) = {x mirx’: x E L1 n L2). 
The key observation here is that if a word a in L(H) is also in ~s(L(Hl)j\ r\ 7g(L(H2)), 
then in its derivation in L(H) each production introduicng an element from 81 (and 
so also its primed oompalnion from e’, ) is used in such a way that never to the right 
of an occurrence: of an element from 6’, is there an element from 01 and never to 
e left of an element from & is there arr element from e’,. Consequently r2 (a) = 
13 mirf.3’ where p E L1 f-1 L2. 
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Now let ,u be the weak identity obtained from a& by changing G in such a way 
that it also erases letters from V’ T and erases the letters that $ erases. 
Then obviously 
L = p (K) = p (76 (LM)) n 7~ (L(M) n L.(H)) 
and so if we set A41 = ~a(& (HI)), A4 = 7g(L(H& and I& = L(H), the theorem 
holds. Cl 
Remark. Note that from the proof of Theorem 3’ it follows that DOS !.anguages 
MI, A&, I& from the statement of Theorem 3 1:an Ibe taken to be PDOS lsnguages. 
Coming back to Theorem 2 we notice that the class ol languages of the form 
4(Ml n A&) where q5 is a weak identity and Ml!, M2 are DQS languages is 1arg;er 
than the class of context free languages, as shown by the following example. 
Example. Let GI =(X,hl,w), Gz=(C,h 2, W) be DOS systems where C = 
{a, 6, c, A, B), hi(a) = a, hlcb) = 6, hi(c) = c, hi(A) = aAb, h+(B) = IS’c, h2(a) = a, 
Mb) = h MC) = c, h2(A) = aA, /72(B) = bBc a& o = aAbBe. 
Then L(GI)nL(G2) ={a”Ab”Bc”: n 3 1)--a well-known example of a language 
that is not context-free. 
We do not know whether the crass of languagea of the form &A& n A42), where 
4 is a weak identity and MI, A42 ;3re DOS languages forms a subclass of the class 
of recursive languages. However we can show that if it is the case then such an 
inclusion cannot be effective in the following sense. 
Thewem 4. Let % be an effective enumeration of a recursive subclass of the class 
of recursive languages. There does not exist a total recumive function f such that, 
given a weak identity 4 and DOS systems G 1, Gz, f (4, G1, G2) = n whclre n is the 
index of t$(L(GI) n L(G2)) in %?. 
Proof. Let G1, G2 be two arbitrary DOS systems. We caltenate to their axioms a 
new letter # at the right end and then augment productions in G, and G2 by # -9 6. 
Let G1, Gz be systems obtained (effectively) in this way. 
Let 4 be the weak identity on the intersection of alphabets of @I and G2 which 
erases all letters except for #. 
Then clearly we have 
$ E&L(G1)nL(G2)) if and only if 3,(&)~~L(G2)#ld. 
Since it was proved in [3] that it is undecidable whether or not t(Gl> (‘7 L(&) == 8 
for arbitrary DOS systems G,, G2, the above property implies the thelorem. Cl 
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5. On inMsectioms of DOS Ilanguagm 
“X’hlc: results of thlr: last two sections indicate that the class of Languages consisting 
.intersections of (several) DOS languages is worth investigating. In particular a 
rratural question arises: is the class of inter!;ections of n DOS languages, deno,ted 
by r)i” Y(DOS), larger than the class of intersections of (n - 1) DOS languages for 
every n 2 2. In this, section we will show th:at the answer to the above question is 
afirmative, and moreover for every n 221 there exists a finite language in the 
dilZfer\ence nr. 5?(D0S)l(~,,-~ g(DOS). 
First we need some n&ions concerning DOS systems. 
We start by recalling from [2] the notion of the derivation forest TG of a DOS 
system G. For the purpose of this section it is best explained informally bly an 
example 
Let G = ({a, b, c, d}, h, abc) be the DOS system with h(a) = a, h(b) = d2, h(c) = 
cbr; and h(d) = A. Then TG is an infinite fairest with the following being an initial 
subforest of it: 
the origin of TG -+ a I b 
A 
d 
a A 
I I 
d 
A 
/P\ 
A\ ‘i\ i 
c b a ii d a 
I 
A path in TC; is an infinite path starting on one of the nodes of the origin of TG. 
t4 cut in TG is a sequence T of no:des of & such that on each path of TG there is 
prekely one node froim T. It is easily seen that x is a word in L(G) if and only if 
iI corresponds to (the sequence of labels of 1 a cut in TG. 
Also we call a letter a in a DOS syskm G = (2, h, W) propagating if for no 
pcktive int eker r, h r (a) = A ; otherwise a is callled erasing. We use pr G and er G f 
to denote the set of propagating letters in G and the set of erasing letters in G 
respectively. 
The following lemma will be useful in our proofs of the following two theorems. 
Lo!mrama 3. Ler’ G = (X, h, w) be a DOS systm. If 
( I J for every a E 2CY there exists a positive iuzteger s such that as E L(G), and 
(2) there exists a letter a E C such that a is propagating, 
then every ktfer in C is propagating. 
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Proof. From (2) it follows that, for every a! E L.(G), we have (alp/z a) n (,pr G) rt 8. 
Then (1) implies that every letter in Z is propagating. 0 
We show now that increasing the number of components in the inte:rsections of 
DOS langunges leads to an infinite hierarchy of classes of languages. 
Theorem 5 For every n ~2 2 there exists 4 finite language Kn such that K,, E 
n,, Z’(DOS) and Kn ti f-J,,- 1 Z’(DOS). 
Proof. IJet n 32, Xn ={AI,. . . ,A,} and let Kk ={a1 . *. a,: r>O, al,. . . , a&F,, 
andai#aiforifj, lsi9js:n}. 
(i: We will demonstr *te now that K, E (-1, Z(DOS). 
To this slim let 
G1 = (Sk, kl, ol) where w1 = A :--‘A lAzw-l and 
hl(Al)=A,, hl(AZ)=A3, h:(&)=& l . . , hl(A,-l)=A,, hDW=A, 
G,, = (z;Z, h,,, 0,) where W, =&‘-‘A,&-’ and 
h,,(Al) =Azr h,JAz) =A3, _.., h,(A,_1)=A, h,(A,)=A, 
andfor2+in-1. 
Gi = (Ck, hi, h%i) where wi =Ay+T:AiA:I,-;’ and 
hi (Al) =A;!3 hi(A:!‘i =A39 l l . , hi(Ai-2) =Ai-1, hi(Ai-1) = A, h,(*Ai) =: A, 
hi(Ai+l) zAi+zr Jhi(Ai+z) zAi+3p l . l 9 hi(A,) =Al. 
Notethat,fori~{l,...,n},L(G+={a~ . . . a&al,. . .,ak,akE&, ks22n-la.nd 
Ai occurs at most once in al . . . ak}. 
It is easy to see that &, ,c 1 ?r= 1 L(Gi)m On the other hand, for each i E { 1, . = . , n ),l 
Ai has at most one occurrence in each word of L(dGi). Consequently \-Jy= 1 Li?(Gi) I 
Km. Thuh Kk = ny=l Z’(Gi) and SO K, E on df’(DOS). 
(ii) We will demonstrate now that if Kk E nrn 3’(DOS) then ~~12 n.
This is Aown by the following sequence of observations. 
(1) If K,, =L(Gl)nL(G2)n* l . n L(G,), then we can assume that the alphabet 
of each Gi, 1 s i s m, t:quals &. 
Prolof of (1). Clearly the alphabet oji’ every Gi, 1 s i < m, must contairl Cn. If for 
some jE{l,. . . , m} the alphabet of Gj contains some letters not in Cn, tllen we can 
consider & as the tf rminal alphabet of Gi, and all other letters in Gj can be 
considered as nontermin,al letters of GP Hn this way we can view Gi as a DOS 
systems with nonterminalls (called an EDOS system). It is proved in /_2) that for 
every EDOS system there lexists a DOS system generating the same language. 
Hence (1) h\olds. I’:1 
(2) Let ,K~,2~{Ai: l~i~n]u{A& lsi#j<n} and let G be a DOS system 
with tke alphabet Sn. If 
(I9 lG.2 c L(G), and 
(II) for some j E (1, . . . , n}, .Ai is propagating, 
then L(G) = 2;. 
Proof of (2). (I) and (II) together with Lemma 3 imply that every letter in G = 
(Z,, h, W) is Ipropagating. Then, beciause al.1 one letter words over C,, are in &, 
one can order elements of Xn into a chlain al , . . . , a, such that h ‘l(u 1) = ~2, 
h “(ur,) = u3, 8, . . , h’~-i(u,~_l) = a,, for sane tl, t2, . . . , fnml 3 1. Since Kn,2 c L(G) it 
must be that h’(u,,) = alal for some t 2 1 and so L_,(G) = Ez. 0 
(3) Assume thzt Kn = L(GI) nL(G,,) n l l l n L(G,) for some m 3 1. A letter a .11 
in & is called mdtip?e if it appears in at least two different paths of Taj for each 
,iE{l 9 l l l 9 n}. There exist no multiple letters in C,,. 
Pro@ of (3). Assume that a is a multiple letter and consider an arbitrary Gj, 
16 j =G m. By (1) we can assume that the alphabet of Gj equals Cn. We have two 
cases to consider. 
(a~ All letters in Gj are erasing. 
Then obviously u 2 E L( Gj). 
(b) Gi contains a propagating letter, 
Since KQ c K, Kn,2 c L(Gj) and SO (2) implies that L(Gj) = 2:. Hence a2 E L(Gj). 
T5us ,a2 E L(G)) and, since j was arbitrary, a” E L(GI) n l l 9 n L(G&; a contra- 
dition. 
Hence & contains no multiple letters. q 
(4) Assume that K,, = L(Gl) r~ k(G2) I~) l 0 l n L(&) for some m 3 1. Let jr be a 
function from & into (1, . . . , WI) defined by: for a E & f(u) equals the minimal 
index j from (1, . . . , m} such1 that in Tcj a appears on one path only (by (3) f is a 
well-defineld function). Then f is in jective. 
Proof t~f (4). Assume to the contrary that Cn contains a, b with u # b such that 
f (a )I = flib). We have two cases to consider. 
&s~? 1. IIn ‘&,,,,, both a and b appe’ar on the same path. Then no word in L(G& 
corztaim; both an occurrence of a and an occurrence of 6. Consequently no word 
in L( GJr n l = l rl L(G,) contains both an occurrence of a and an occurence of b; 
a c ontradiction. 
Cuse L!. In TGf,o ) a appears on a different path than b. Without loss of generality 
assume that 6~ appears on a path that is to the left of the path on which b appears. 
Tkn in each word of L((3fta,), and hence m each wc,rdl of L(G1) n l l l c>L(G,), 
thts unique occurrence of a is always to the left of the unique occurrence: of b ; a 
contradiction, 
Thus ,f must be injecti-le. q 
I i) From (4) it folltow~ that whenever K, E (9,,, %‘(DOS) then m 2 n. 
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Now the theorem follows from (i) and (ii). Cl 
To put tlhe previous result in a proper perspective we show now that the class 
of languages obtaineci by the intersections of DOiS languages is properly contained 
in the class of context sensitive languages. 
First of all we have the following result. 
Lemma 4,* l%ere exists a finite language K such that K & lJr=l (nn .2?(DOS)). 
Proof. Let # = (a, 6, ab, ba, a”). 
(1) If G is a DOS system with the alphabet {a, b} such thalt G contains a 
propagating letter and K E L(G), then1 a2 E L(G). 
Proof of (I). This follows directly from Lemma 3. q 
(2) If G is a DOS system with the alphabet {a, b} such that G doe::; not contain 
a propagating letter and K E L(G): then a2 E L(G). 
Proof of (i). Obvious (because then a 3 3 a 2). Cl 
(3) Now we complete the proof of the lemma as foilows. 
Assume that G1, . . . , G, are DOS systems such that L(Gl)n* . l .x?JG,)==K. 
We can assume that the alphabet of each Gi, 1 s j s n, equals (6, b) (see the 
reasoning under (ii) (1) in the proof of Theorem 5). From (1) and (2) it follows 
then that iL(Gn) r\ l l l n L( G,) must contain a2; a contradiction. 
Consequently K & L Jz 1 (nn 2(DOS)). q 
Theorem 6. UT= 1 (iFIn J?(DOS)) is strictly included in the class o_f context-sensf tive 
languages. 
Proof, Sirxe for every n 2 1 and every DOS systems G1, . . . , G, one easily con- 
structs a linear bounded automaton accepting L(G1) n l . l n L(G,),, the weak 
inclusion is obvious. The strict inclusion follows from Lemma 4. D 
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